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1) What is Kotlin?
Answer: Kotlin is a general-purpose, statically typed,
open-source programming language that runs on the JVM. It runs
on JVM and can be used anywhere Java is used today. It can be
compiled either using Java source code or LLVM compiler.

2) What are Some of the most important features of Kotlin?
Answer: Some of the most important features of Kotlin are:
Kotlin is Concise
Compact code
Kotlin is Simple
Open Source
Null safety
A high number of extensions
Smart Cast etc

3) How does Kotlin work on Android?
Answer: Kotlin is very much similar to the Java programming
language. Like Java, the Kotlin code is also compiled into the
Java bytecode and executed at runtime by the Java Virtual
Machine, i.e., JVM. For example, when a Kotlin file named Main.kt
is compiled, it will eventually turn into a class, and then the
bytecode of the class will be generated.

4) What is the default behavior of Kotlin classes?
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Answer: By default, all classes are final in Kotlin. That's because
Kotlin allows multiple inheritance for classes, and an open class
is more expensive than a final class.

5) Does Kotlin provide support for primitive Data Types?
Answer: No. Kotlin does not provide support for primitive Data
types like in Java.

6) Does Kotlin provide support for macros?
Answer: No. Kotlin does not provide support for macros because
the developers of Kotlin find it difficult to include them in the
language.

7) Do we have a ternary operator in Kotlin just like Java?
Answer: No. In Kotlin, we don't have a ternary operator like Java,
but we can use the functionality of the ternary operator by using
if-else or Elvis operator.

8) What kinds of programming types does Kotlin support?
Answer: Kotlin supports the following programming types:
Procedural Programming
Object-Oriented Programming

9) How can you handle null exceptions in Kotlin?
Answer: In Kotlin, Elvis Operator is used to handling null
expectations.

10) Can we use primitive types such as int, double, float in
Kotlin?
Answer: Kotlin doesn't support the primitive types so, we can't
use primitive types directly in Kotlin. We can use classes like Int,



Double, etc., as an object wrapper for primitives. But the
compiled bytecode has these primitive types.
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